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Before I move to the story which is already on its way, I want to address an issue which has come up in 

discussions. 

The thought about rebirth; the thought about having been re-born. 

The thought about remembering own previous lives – and the experience that accompanies it. 

You have heard us say: one form of stress release during Ascension, can be like a vivid ”re-living” of an 

earlier experience. And everything that gets resolved during Ascension is stuff that you should just let go. 

By pondering on this, you can learn to develop ability of discrimination. 

 

FIRST OF ALL: 

At the moment you are having any kind of experience, that experience is “true for you” in that moment the 

way you experience it. But outside your experience, the content of your experience is no more true than 

false. If you are having an experience of a previous life then your experience is RIGHT NOW in THIS LIFE, not 

thousands of years ago in some far-away place. 

So, you having an experience is one thing, and the content of that experience is another thing – they are 

two different things. The experience itself is very true for you, as an experience in this moment in this life. 

As regards to the content of the experience, you might want to apply the method of discrimination: not 

believe, not disbelieve, instead – let the thought slip in the gap of observant curiosity and say to yourself 

“interesting – I wonder what is hidden behind this thought? What exactly is this thought or experience 

trying to tell me – about myself, in this life?” 

It is important to learn to distinguish, what exactly is true about the experience. A substantial part of the 

reactionary tendencies in this life comes from the inherited patterns of our family lineage; emotional 

tendencies which have been left unresolved AND which we have also chosen to work with further. 

Imprinting onto these tendencies takes place during the early formative years of childhood growth, at a 

time when a child is not yet capable of rationally discriminating what belongs to him and what does not. 

We learn to identify with such patterns as if they were our own, and because some of them arise from so 

deep in the unconscious mind, it can be easy to imagine them as being remembrances of one’s own 

previous lifetime. 

 

SECOND: 

There is a good reason why we DON’T remember our previous lives, on normal daily basis, in the waking 

state consciousness. 

Taking birth into this physical existence is not an on/off phenomenon. Just preparing and shaping the 

physical vehicle takes 9 months of fetus-time, during pregnancy. Although the real preparation has begun 

already much earlier. When the child takes birth he does still carry, for some time, a lively remembrance of 

where from he came into this earthly existence. But as the child grows, nervous system develops and 

senses turn their focus increasingly more outward, the ability to distinguish what comes from “this life”, 

what from “previous incarnation” and what is inherited from family line, gets muddled and eventually 

disappears. 



A very young child floats in a state of existence where everything in his awareness blends together, and he 

assumes that everyone else has the same experience – and thus automatically understand what goes on in 

him. By the time manomayakosha or the astral body has activated enough and prepared the child for 

development of self-centered thinking, only then has his focus been so strongly turned outward that the 

child has usually lost ability in the waking state to remember previous life issues. Our institutions of 

education support this process, and also the karmic unfoldment guides the child toward state of awareness 

where his attention is primarily focused upon internal and external impulses arising from this life. 

In other words – we are not meant to live our lives, all the time remembering the previous one.  

Think about marriage. You get married, you share life together, and at some point you mutually feel that 

you have grown apart and lose contact with each other and agree to divorce, perhaps as friends or not, 

either way you both continue your lives in your own directions. 

Then after you have recovered from all that, you again find love and a new relationship you want to 

commit to – things progress to your mutual satisfaction, you enter your second marriage and move in to 

live together. 

What would this new marriage and relationship be like, if you would all day long, in the company of your 

current partner, keep remembering how it was with your previous partner… the previous marriage broke 

up, yes, but aah all those good moments… how much could you really enjoy what this current relationship 

has to offer? How much would you be present in your current relationship? How would your spouse react 

when you just keep praising the virtues of your previous long-since-ended marriage? What would be your 

chances for sharing happiness together? 

Taking birth into this life is like getting married with this life, for better and for worse. You take birth into 

this life because there is something in this life you are meant to experience, by giving it your undivided 

attention. If you could spend your time re-living the experiences of your past life – how many of us would 

be truly serious about living this one? 

Sure, it is true that sometimes in this life you are meant to remember more or less about some previous life 

experience. It can very well be part of this life’s Script. Usually when this kind of experience is offered to 

you as real experience, it is quite different from what you would expect it to be. and as I wrote in the 

beginning – it would still be an experience in THIS life in THIS moment, and the purpose would be to 

somehow help you integrate what you are realistically going through right here right now. If you have this 

type of experience and you can verify it to be real, the next thing you can ask yourself is: “what is the 

ultimate good purpose behind this experience? How is this experience supposed to support me in taking 

responsibility for the life I have right here right now (including family, spouse, kids, friends, work, 

interests…) ?” 

 

THIRD: 

Just so that the truth is not forgotten, let me also say this: we do remember our past lives. 

But not the way we think we do. 

We ”remember” our past lives by experiencing what actually is going on, doing what exactly we are doing.  



Often, and during most of the first half of life, we tend to repeat (re-live) what we have already learned to 

do and mastered to certain degree in our previous lives. We tend to act and react in ways which 

demonstrates to ourself what we experienced in previous life, what motivated us back then to do things or 

leave things undone. Great part of the time we spend in learning how to cope with realities of this life, we 

tend to repeat and relive how we managed and succeeded in our previous life. Or at least we face strong 

tendencies to choose this type of behavior and reactions. The more we live by this type of cellular memory, 

the more we drive ourselves to a point of frustration later on in life, usually somewhere between 30-40 

years of age. No matter how well we succeed, nothing seems to be quite enough. Something is always 

missing. Jyotish chart describes the process of Life Script which tends to drive us to a point no previously 

thinkable solutions to life’s challenges will provide fully satisfying answers. We need to learn how to play 

the game by rewriting the rules (our own understanding of the “rules”), and raising the stakes to something 

no one has ever tried before. 

In this life, you are living a life which is totally unique, life which no one in the whole history humankind has 

ever experienced before. No one else but You can demonstrate how your Script of Life will proceed. You 

are the very tip of your own personal evolution, adventuring into and attempting to master a totally 

uncharted territory of human awareness. 

Navigate well. 

Enjoy your life. 

 

Cultivating discrimination can help you in many ways. 
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minkä itsessäsi tunnet  
sen saat ottaa vastaan  
on elämäsi peili sulle     
ainoastaan                      

   you think in secret 
   and it comes to pass 
   environment is but your  
   looking-glass 

 
                              ~ ~ James Allen 
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